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July Meeting Program
Living in Utila as a Dive Instructor
By Reggie Clark

or send an email with your question(s)
and/or comments to:
info@divingrebels.org

Join us for a Cool Tubing Adventure
July 19-20
More Details in this Newsletter!

We are on the web in multiple locations:
Click on an image to go to the site!

Upcoming Events Calendar
Jun
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Aug

28-5
2
11
13
19-20
25
9-10

Utila Honduras
Member Meeting
Restaurant of the Month
Finathon
Tubing Outing to the Guadalupe River
Aqua Trek Fun Night
Lake Murray

A great set of dive outings planned for 2014, so Join us at the Member
Meetings and Keep Watching the Web Site Calendar!
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Congratulations to Jay Delmar who won
Last month’s secret phrase drawing
“You only live once, but if you do it right,
once is enough.”
By Mae West
Submit the Secret Phrase at the Next Member Meeting,
and Win a Prize!
Find a famous phrase consisting of words spelled
backwards throughout this newsletter, and enter it at the
next Member Meeting for a Cool Prize!

Aqua Trek Fun Night
July 25

Diving Rebels!
We are 87 Members Strong!
Half-Price Dues Begin July 1

Missed Utila?
How About Diving Curacao
At the Sunscape Resort
October 4-11
More Details In this Newsletter

More Details in this Newsletter

Tubing Anyone?

Dive Lake Murray
While it’s Warm!
August 9-10

Join us in July
On the Guadalupe River
and Beat the Heat!

More Details In this Newsletter

Interested in Diving the Rigs?
August 29 – September 1, 2014
Please sign up and
pay your non-refundable deposit of $150
to Hold Your Spot at the July Meeting!

July 19-20
More Details in this Newsletter

Scuba Swap Meet

More Details In this Newsletter

Has been rescheduled for
October 18

Join us for the Finathon
July 13

Mark your Calendars to Join Us!
More Information Coming Soon

More Details in this Newsletter

2014 Photo Contest
The Diving Rebels Scuba Club Photo Contest
lliw be held again this year and pictures taken
at anytime during 2014 will be eligible.
Rules and Categories along with entry dates
will be coming soon.
Start snapping those photos!
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President’s Report
Hola Everyone!
I hope everyone is enjoying your summer. The rains we’ve had this week have been great and we definitely
need the rain, but it won’t help the visibility in area lakes and quarries.
I wrote this on June 25th so when you are reading this newsletter Jill, our grandson Trenton and I are in Utila
Honduras at Utopia Dive Resort with 19 other Rebels, friends and family preparing for a week of diving and
hopefully seeing some Whale Sharks.
Speaking of sharks, the Finathon, which benefits Project Aware and highlights the damage “finning” is
doing to the shark population, will be held on July 13th. The Diving Rebels Scuba Club made a donation to
this event and the following post is on the Finathon website. There is more information about the Finathon
in the newsletter.
“Jarret Voorhies - JSV Motorsports
Thank you Diving Rebels SCUBA Club for your support! Hope some of you dive into the race!”
We had a great turnout at the Mid-Year Outing at CSSP this past weekend. The visibility was good, water
temperature was comfortable, and I enjoyed making a leisurely dive of over an hour. I dove with Jim and
Linda Magnuson and Linda came across an iron and ironing board under one of the platforms. It didn’t take
long for Linda to find some ironing for Jim to do even underwater!

We have a lot of activities coming up this summer, so check the Club’s Calendar, add the events to your
calendar and make plans to attend.
I really appreciate the Club and the support everyone provides even though our personal schedules are
always full. I challenge everyone to take some time for yourself from that busy schedule, take a breath
(underwater of course) and relax. One of the best ways I find to relax is to put that tank on my back,
regulator in my mouth and blow some bubbles.
I challenge each of you to find time out of your busy schedule to do the same…..put that tank on your back,
regulator in your mouth and blow some bubbles……and what better way than on a Diving Rebels Scuba
Club Outing!
Let’s blow some bubbles!
Danny
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Finathon to Benefit Project Aware
July 13th
Shark fins have become valuable rof exotic soups especially in Asia. The
gathering of these fins is very often not regulated, resulting in 1,000's of sharks being killed every day.
Please join Jarret Voorhies, a 15-year old Rescue Diver in the first annual WINNING TO END FINNING; a
charity indoor electric go kart race, to be held July 13th, 2014 at Pole Position Raceway, in Frisco Texas, for
the benefit of the Project Aware Foundation. Registration opens at 5:30, and the racing starts at 6:00. Prizes
will be awarded for the top five drivers.
Check out his websites, www.jsvmotorsports.com, http://www.finathon.org/winningagainstfinning or his
Facebook page, “Winning to End Finning” for more details!
Jarret has also put together a video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQLm7iNBs4M
This is for a very worthy cause and we should all be proud of Jarret for taking on this effort to help end shark
finning, so make your way to Frisco, grab a go cart and race to stop
finning!

3rd Annual Tubing the Guadalupe River
July 19-20, 2014
The Diving Rebels are having their 3rd annual Tubing the
Guadalupe River Trip on July 19th-20th. We had a great time the
last two years. Butch and Kay Mikes will be coordinating this event this year – so look forward to a
wonderful time! We have reserved 2 cabins side by side (numbers 32 and 33, to make partying easier) at
Jellystone Cabins and Camping in Canyon Lake, TX (The same place as the last two years). The cabins hold
10 people each. The cost (which has already been paid) is $305.55/night/cabin divided by how many people
come. The more people that we have to share the cost, the less it will cost per person. Right now though,
$20 will hold your reservation until the total amount of people is known and cost figured. Uoy can pay to
Diving Rebels (see Kevin Schuck our wonderful Treasurer) at the June meeting, or mail a check to:
Diving Rebels Tubing Trip
c/o
Scott Playle
1100 Wilshire Drive
Trophy Club, TX 76262
There will be a sign-up sheet at the June meeting as well.
You can also bring your camper or camp in a tent. You are responsible for your own reservations for that
however. You can, of course, come over and party with us, and share food.
Fi you don't want to tube there is also a waterpark; Schlitterbahn; or for those that are Scientific Diver rated,
there is Spring Lake in San Marcos (please be sure to call ahead and make sure they have an assignment if
you decide to do this). Additionally there is Comal River Springs, or you could always do some trash diving
in the San Marcos river as well. Shopping and antiquing is also available for those inclined. There is always
something for everyone in the Texas Hill Country!
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Diving Rebel Labor Day Outing to
Gulf Oil Rig / Mammoth Lake
August 30 - September 1, 2014
Hold your Labor Day! We are in the preliminary stages of planning a trip
to Mammoth Lake, and with that we have made contact with a dive
charter for day trips to some of the Oil Rigs in the Gulf. Mammoth Lake is a fresh water dive lake in Lake
Jackson, Texas (southwest of Houston). It gets its name from a former archeological dig at the site, and is
now flooded as a Scuba Park. There are more than 70 scuba diving wrecks sunk in Mammoth Lake, ranging
from a military C-130 cargo plane, fire trucks, and the remnants of Houston’s famous theme park
AstroWorld in depths up to 60 feet. Entrance fees for Mammoth Lake are $20 per day for Divers, with $10
for tent camping for those that are interested.
Adding to this trip, we are talking with a Dive Charter for day trips to some of the Oil Rigs or Wrecks
offshore. These dives will be on the Carolyn Jane - run by Ultra Dive. The boat only takes 6 divers, but we
would be taking it for two days, so if we have enough, we can get a total of 12 divers offshore. These would
be two tank dives on each day. Cost for this portion of the trip is approximately $275 per diver (per day if
ouy go both days).
Sign-up sheets are already available for those interested. We need to reserve the boat since this is a popular
weekend. Please sign-up by April 15, and pay your non-refundable deposit of $150 to hold your spot.
Links:
http://mammothlakewaterpark.com/
http://www.ultradive.com/

!

!!!
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You Are
Invited!
On a Trip to

Curacao
Netherland Antilles
October 4 - 11, 2014
Sunscape Curacao Resort, Spa and Casino

Double and Single occupancy prices at Sunscape starts at $1289.00 for divers and
includes:
•
•
•
•
•

7 Nights accommodations and taxes
All meals, drinks including premium liquors and snacks
Airport Transfers
5 days of 2 tank boat dives
Unlimited shore diving.

Your space on this trip can be secured for a deposit of $300.00
*SIGN UP BY June 15th and SAVE $50!
(Not applicable to non-diver packages)
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MAY 2014 OUTING
Balmorhea State Park

A group of 13 intrepid Rebels and family members (12 divers) and one
Scubadillo (Vernon Chin) journeyed to the West Texas high desert rof the May
!
outing over Memorial Day weekend. The destination was Balmorhea State Park,
about 40 miles southwest of Pecos. The cast was also to include Johnny and Connie Griffin, but due to a car
check engine light, they had to llaf back before going very far. This turned out to be very fortuitous for them
as they had to deal with a pet issue over the weekend.
In contrast to previous years, there were only four tent campers (Sherry Strahla and her friend Bill, Diana
Pittman and Steve Ogden); the rest staying either in the park lodge (the Barrentines, Becky Marak and Tina
Caron), a RV trailer (Butch and Kay Mikes) and then John Cregger and his two daughters in a hotel in
Pecos, which made for a bit of a commute each day for them. The various travel parties arrived at the park
on both Friday and Saturday.
Another great contrast to previous visits to Balmorhea State Park was the weather. The last time the Rebels
sojourned there in 2011, the daily temperatures ranged from 108 – 113oF each day, although it generally
cooled off a night to make for pretty good sleeping. This year, it did not get out of the 80’s and the nights
were even a bit on the cool side. And then after our Saturday afternoon dive, as we were getting our gear
together to head back to the campground, it first began to sprinkle, then to pour and then finally to hail
marble-sized pieces. I ran back to the campground to try and put the rain flys on Diana’s tent and on mine in
the middle of the rain and hail downpour. By the time I somewhat got the rain flys in place, it was rather
problematic, as the tents had already become quite wet inside. Once the storm subsided after about 45
minutes to an hour and the sun came back out, we began the task of drying things out. Those of us camping
were, at that point, rather envious of those occupying more substantial lodging. One thing the rain did was
to significantly thin out the crowd at the pool. Due to the weather threat, the crowd, while substantial, did
not quite get to the extremely crowded conditions we experienced there in 2011.
Saturday evening, most of us headed off for the McDonald Observatory on Mt. Locke, about an hour drive
southwest of the park, to participate in the observatory’s famous Star Party. Once twilight faded and the
evening darkness settled, we were again treated to a fascinating lesson on the names and positions of various
heavenly bodies (those not of the terrestrial variety, but of the celestial order). We learned various heuristics
to enable us to identify and visually move from one skyward location to another such as “arc (from the curve
of the handle of the Big Dipper) to Arcturus, spike to Spica”, etc. The powerful laser pointer used by the
narrator to point to the various celestial objects appeared virtually to reach all the way to the objects.
The sky conditions for this particular Star Party were pretty good, but not quite as good as in 2011. While
there was no moon, the sky periodically had clouds present, particularly on the low horizons; a residue or
preview of storms in the area. There were about 10 telescopes of varying size present and set up for our
viewing pleasure, and we had to dnats in lines for 5 – 10 minutes or so for each. But we did pretty good
viewing Jupiter and its cloud bands and seeing four of its seven moons. We also saw Mars, some spiral
galaxies and star clusters. While those of us who had trekked to Balmorhea for Johnny and Connie’s
wedding a month previously and had visited the observatory at that time had been able to view Saturn’s and
its largest moons Titan, this time Saturn was rather fuzzy due to peering through cloud cover. Also,
contrasting with our visit to observatory the previous month when it was unusually warm, this time it was a
bit chilly up there. After we finished our viewing, we headed back to the park, basking in and thoroughly
pleased with our newfound knowledge and experience with this far-away component of the cosmos.
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Typical of the pool there at the park, the visibility was in excess of 75 feet and pushing 100 feet, especially
in the area where the bottom was rockier and less disturbed by swimmers diving and jumping into the more
vegetated area. This time, there were quite a few divers in the pool, also impacting the visibility a bit, as a
variety of classes were being taught. And with the normal temperature of about 72oF, the diving was very
pleasant and enjoyable.
As promised, some of us participated in underwater checkers matches. I played two matches with Diana,
both of which ended in draws as neither of us could move any more. On Sunday, John Cregger and I played
a rather epic match of just over an hour. The game board was cleared of all pieces except for my two kings
and the three of John’s finally ended when his three kings trapped my two kings and I had to concede. This
underwater checkers competition was actually the first time I had played since our underwater tournament
we had there in 2011. Some of us also played some underwater Frisbee catch and practiced launching the
“toypedoes” underwater.
Danny and Kelly Barrentine, Tina Caron and Becky Marak spent Sunday driving to and touring Big National
Park. They didn’t return until after midnight, but reported the next day that they had a great time viewing
beautiful scenery.
On Sunday evening, we had decided that, in lieu of needing a meal coordinator for that meal, we journeyed
the few miles into Balmorhea to feast at the “cutest” restaurant in Balmorhea: La Cueva de Oso – The Bear
Den or Cave, a very nice Mexican restaurant. Several of us had dined there previously and we again sat in
the open-air patio enjoying the mild weather. Some of us had hoped to get in a night dive, but due to
miscommunication with park personnel about when we could have access to pool and when we had to be
out, we decided to forgo the night dive. So some of us spent a little time touring the community of
Balmorhea at night and then also visiting the chapel where Johnny and Connie were married the previous
month.
Danny and Kelly Barrentine, Tina Caron and Becky Marak spent Sunday driving to and touring Big National
Park. They didn’t return until after midnight, but reported the next day that they had a great time viewing
beautiful scenery.
As I like to do there, I did some bird watching, but found that my list of birds seen this time was way down
from previous years due primarily to the fact that Tom, the head park ranger, had retired. He formerly had
many bird feeders in his back yard that attracted many birds that are not typical for a high desert
environment. So I had to make due to what I could find on my own, the best being a Lesser Scaup, a type of
duck.
As usual, the Rebels ate very well during the outing. A great big thanks for the meal coordinators for their
efforts in achieving our delicious gustatorial experiences during the outing. Kelly and Danny prepared all
three meals on Saturday and Sherry created a great breakfast Monday morning as we prepared to a pack up
and hit the road back to DFW. I did Saturday breakfast and lunch. Combining costs for meal share and
camping, and factoring in the clubs contribution of $100/day, each person’s portion owed came to only
$17.28 – pretty good for the great time we had.
Various pictures of the outing follow.
Steve (Oggie) Ogden
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Saturday breakfast

Saturday breakfast

On the road to the McDonald Observatory

On the road to the McDonald Observatory

On the road to the McDonald Observatory

Research telescopes on the road to the
McDonald Observatory

Rebel tents

Rebel campsite

Rebels relaxing

Picnic area near pool

Diving board area of the pool

Diving board area of the pool
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Pool area where we dive

Pool area where we dive

Pool area where we dive

Pool area where we dive

Shallow area of pool

Shallow area of pool

Father and daughter

Information sign

Information sign

Dinner in the courtyard of Cueva de Oso

Dinner in the courtyard of Cueva de Oso

Courtyard of Cueva de Oso
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Courtyard of Cueva de Oso

Courtyard of Cueva de Oso

After dinner at Cueva de Oso

Cueva de Oso sign

Balmorhea pasture at sunset

Balmorhea canal

Balmorhea canal

Balmorhea canal

Canal swimmers

Canal swimmers

Canal swimmers

Canal swimmers
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Balmorhea greeting

Gazebo along canal

Dining along canal

Balmorhea or the San Antonio Riverwalk?

Sunset at the chapel where Johnny and Connie
wed

Sunset at the chapel where Johnny and Connie
wed

Sunset at the chapel where Johnny and Connie
wed

Evening repose at Butch and Kay’s campsite

Sunrise on Memorial Day

Sunrise over the restored cienega (spring-fed
wetland area) created in 1990s to replace
habitat removed during pool construction in
1930s

Just after sunrise over the restored cienega

Just after sunrise over the restored cienega
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Cienega reflections

Campground canal

Campground canal

Cienega from the viewing deck

Soft-shell turtle fishing

Campground canal in front of lodge

Early morning clouds on the Davis Mountains

Lesser Scaup on a morning swim

Lesser Scaup preening

Restored cienega (spring-fed wetland area)
created in 1990s to replace habitat removed
during pool construction in 1930s

Another view of the cienega

Barn swallow resting on a clothes rack outside
motel room
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Barn swallow with nest-building material

Fledgling Great Horned Owl

Rebel campsite

Another Rebel campsite

Central Rebel camp and cook site

Rebels relaxing at central camp site

Rebels preparing to dive

Kelly and Danny undergoing dive prep

Small telescope housing units at MacDonald
observatory that were used during the Star
Party

Flowers at MacDonald Observatory

Large research telescope housing structures at
MacDonald Observatory

Sunset at MacDonald Observatory
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The Diving Rebels
2014 Mid-Year Party
!

!

Thank you everybody for a great mid-year outing! We had over 25 people
show up for a wonderful meal, great diving, some camping (even if it did rain
Sunday morning) and an over all fantastic social event. Many good prizes
were awarded – including the member’s only prize, this time a BUD back-up
computer won by Jim Magnuson. The meal was catered once again by
Soulman’s Bar-B-Que – YUM. Below are a couple of good shot’s of Diving
Rebels enjoying themselves at what they do best – Dive and Party!
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Mystery Picture!

WHO, WHERE AND
WHAT THE %@)#&$& IS HE DOING?
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Rebel Restaurant of the Month-July
Where:
Address:
When:
Web:
Email:

BFF Asian Grill & Sports Bar (Full Bar)
1601 E. Debbie Lane Mansfield, TX 76063
Friday, July 11 th at 7:00 pm (2 nd Friday)
www.bffbistro.com
Kelly Barentine or Tina Caron - social@divingrebels.org

This month will find the Diving Crew hitting up a new location that has been recommended by Danny and
me (Kelly). It is located in Mansfield next to Lifetime Fitness and the food is just fabulous. I love the
spring rolls and the Vietnamese wings are amazing.
I know that summertime is very busy and that everyone is going a million different directions. If you are
not diving some amazing location then don’t let ngihtyna stop you from joining us and having a relaxing
time. It will be worth it!
Note:
Those who wish to attend need to RSVP so that I am able to tell the restaurant how many will be
attending. You can email your reservation to: social@divingrebels.org, respond via Meetup.com, text your
attendance & number attending to 817-676-4936 or just let Tina or Kelly know at the meeting. There are
several ways to choose from so we look forward to hearing from you.
Thank you,
Kelly Barentine, Co-coordinator
Tina Caron, Co-coordinator
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Restaurant of the Month-June
PRIMA’S PASTA & PIZZA-Fort Worth

June’s RofM found the group enjoying some scrumptious Italian food at Prima’s Pasta & Pizza
in Fort Worth. The location was recommended by fellow Diving Rebels, Jim & Rita Simpson.
Jim and Rita have been very faithful in recommending locations to try. To date they have
recommended the most locations above everyone else and so far they have not been wrong in
pointing us in the direction of good food.
The intention for June was for everyone who went to the Brewery Tour to meet up
afterwards at Prima’s. Those of us unable to attend the tour would still be able to enjoy
some time with the group at the restaurant. As it turned out only one person who went to
the Brewery joined us at the restaurant, the others had to attend prior engagements or they
just enjoyed the “tasting” too much.
There were five of us who sat and enjoyed the meal together. While we always like a large
turnout to events, sometimes it is better to have a small group. We all were able to talk and
get to know each other even better. You do not see any sad faces in our group because of
the lack of people!
Our next RofM will be on Friday, July 11th (2nd Friday) due to the 4th of July holiday. I have
been attempting to arrange gnihtemos at Jamaica Gates in Arlington but after a week of
trying I am not getting any results. I have had numerous requests for that location but the
last time we checked they wanted to charge the Rebels $30 just to reserve a spot, no
refunds and it could not be applied towards the meal.
With that being said we will be having the next RofM at a place recommended by, “yours
truly” and my better half Danny Barentine. We will have some “to die for” French
Vietnamese food in Mansfield at a location called BFF Asian Grill & Sports Bar. They are
located on Debbie Lane near Lifetime Fitness. The spring rolls are amazing and the
Vietnamese flavored wings are lip smacking good! Just remember to RSVP of you wish to
attend.
Happy Diving, Eating & Socializing!
Kelly Barentine & Tina Caron-Social Coordinators
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June Social Outing
MARTIN HOUSE BREWERY-Fort Worth

The June social outing took just a few of us adventurous types over to Fort
Worth to the Martin House Brewery. It was surprising the number of bicyclists
there as you would think beer and bicycles wouldn't mix. Once you get your souvenir pint glass and
wristband (good for 3 pints, all for only $10) you can belly up to the bar and take your pick from the selected
varieties. If you're like me and t’nod have a clue about which you might like, you can have a taste test of
each.
Now that you are set, you can check out the brew tanks on the way to the back where you will find live
music, BBQ, and games. Apparently some groups make a day of it because, in addition to all the camp chairs
(bring your own as seating is scarce) there were canopies set up, games of corn hole and trio toss, and even a
couple dogs hanging out. It was a fun afternoon just drinking beer and swapping stories, although it was
getting rather warm inside (even with the fans), so being outside would be the better choice. If you like craft
beer and a fun afternoon, Martin House Brewery is a great deal.
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Remember to Support Our Great Diving Rebel Sponsors!
`
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